RINGSEND WwTP EXTENSION SID &P Ref. 29N.YA0010

ALTERATION 1
PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION ACCESS ONTO THE PIGEON-HOUSE ROAD

ALTERATION 2
PROPOSED REMOVAL AREA OF LANDSCAPING BUND

ALTERATION 3
PROPOSED HAUL ROAD CORRIDOR
(c. 80m LONG) LINKING WwTP INTERNAL CIRCULATION ROADS AROUND SBR's AND SITE PERIMETER (LINK ROAD)

RINGSEND WwTP (MAIN FACILITY)

MAIN ENTRANCE TO
ESB POWER STATION

AREA FOR PROPOSED
EFFLUENT FINE SCREENS (EFS)

HOARDING AROUND
EXISTING SPUR ROAD
-SHOWED IN GREEN

EXISTING SPUR ROAD CONSTRUCTED UNDER CURRENT PLANNING APPROVAL 29N.YA0010.

SOUTH DUBLIN BAY - SPECIAL AREA OF CONSERVATION
PROPOSED NATURAL HERITAGE AREA
SANDYMOUNT STRAND / TOLKA ESTUARY SPA

LEGEND:
- EXISTING ESB HV SERVICES
- EXISTING GAS SERVICES

NOTES:
1. All levels are in metres and relate to O.S. Datum MALIN
2. This drawing is reproduced from digital maps: Discovery Series - Scale 1:50,000
   O.S. MAPS - Scale 1:1,000
   O.S. MAPS - Scale 1:2,500
   Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey Of Ireland by Permission ©
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